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Abstract 

Kawagoe’s Law is an essential correlation in compartment fire research, which defines the relationship 

between the ventilation factor and maximum fuel burning of the compartment. Although this law has 

been widely used, there is still a lack of numerical validation and knowledge on the limiting conditions 

of its application. In this paper, a numerical study is conducted under full-scale compartment fire with 

different opening sizes and gas fuel supply rates using the LES model for validating Kawagoe’s Law. 

The mass flow rate of inflow through the opening and the indoor heat release rate is focused during the 

numerical validation. Numerical results show that the inflow rate and indoor heat release rate comply 

well with Kawagoe’s Law under ordinary openings with a small aspect ratio. However, Kawagoe’s Law 

becomes less valid for openings with large aspect ratios and small-gap openings. The jet flame was 

observed in the case of openings with large aspect ratios under a high fuel supply rate. For compartment 

fires with small gaps, a breathing process, i.e., the periodical suppression and revitalization of the fire, 

is modeled. This work provides practical guidance for modeling compartment fires and paving the way 

for constructing a numerical compartment fire database. 
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Nomenclature 

Symbols Superscripts 

A area of the opening (m2) K Kawagoe’s Law 

cp specific heat (kJ/(kg · K))   

C fitting coefficient (-) Subscripts  

𝐷∗ characteristic diameter a air 

g acceleration of gravity (m/s2) F fuel 

H height of the opening (m) g gas 

�̇� mass flow rate (kg/s) in inside the compartment 

�̇� heat release rate of fire (kW) ∞ ambient 

T temperature (K)   

W width of the opening (m) Abbreviations 

  CFD computational fluid dynamics 

Greeks   FDS fire dynamics simulator 

ρ density (kg/m3) HRR heat release rate 

δ𝑥 nominal grid size HRRPUV heat release rate per unit volume 

 

1. Introduction 

The compartment fire or enclosure fire is one of the most common building fire scenarios that 

cause enormous casualties (Fig. 1), because of the trapped toxic smoke and enhanced heating inside a 

confined space [1]. The compartment fire can also develop into a flashover and generate spilled flame 

that can initiate a facade fire, such as the tragic Grenfell Tower fire [2]. Despite the simple configuration 

and fire scenario, it is still challenging to predict the compartment-fire development and its influence 

on the building structure and people due to the complex heat transfer and combustion processes [3]. In 

fact, it took many decades of research to form a scientific understanding of the compartment fire [4]. 

Before the 1950s, it was believed that the intensity and hazard of a compartment fire were controlled 

by the amount of fuel, and different stages of compartment fire were not clearly identified. Thus, typical 

fire size and fire load densities were assumed for various occupancies in the fire engineering design.  

In the late 1950s, Kawagoe (1958) summarized his decade’s work on compartment fires since 1948 

and revealed the correlation for the mass inflow rate and fuel-burning rate during the fully-developed 

(post-flashover) fire stage by assuming stoichiometric combustion of wood and uniform compartment 

temperature and using the Bernoulli equation and mass conservation. The famous Kawagoe’s Law for 

the fully developed compartment fire was then proposed and verified by the test data of fuel burning 

rate. That is, the mass-loss or burning rate (�̇�𝐹
𝐾) of wood and inflow rate (�̇�𝑎

𝐾) are correlated to the 

characteristics of the openings, as further summarized in [6]  

�̇�𝐹
𝐾 = 𝐶𝐹

 𝐴𝐻1/2 = 0.09𝐴𝐻1/2 (kg/s)                                                (1)     

  �̇�𝑎
𝐾 = 𝐶𝑎

 𝐴𝐻1/2 =   0.5𝐴𝐻1/2 (kg/s)                                                  (2)                     
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which indicates that the fully developed compartment fire is controlled by the ventilation factor 

(𝐴𝐻1/2 = 𝑊𝐻3/2), rather than the fuel load. These correlations were validated by different scales of 

experiments with compartment volumes ranging from 0.032 m3 to 125 m3 [5] and multiple openings, 

and their relative uncertainty is about 30% (see details in the Appendix). Today, the concept of over- 

and under-ventilated fires have been widely used to describe pre- and post-flashover compartment fires. 

 

Fig. 1. (a) Typical compartment fire observed in the 2017 Grenfell Tower fire, and (b) a schematic diagram of 

the compartment fire with one opening. 

Note the burning rate coefficient (𝐶𝐹
 = 5.5) in Eq. (1) was measured and valid only for the wood 

fuel in Kawagoe’s original experiments, which changes with the fuel type. Thus, Kawagoe’s Law 

correlating the inlet airflow in the form of Eq. (2) is more widely used. Both experiments and theoretical 

analysis suggest that Kawagoe’s Law is most valid in fully developed fires, where the compartment is 

filled with hot gases and smoke above 800 K. 

By assuming the constant heat of oxidation (13.1 MJ/kg) [7] for most common fuels and the 

complete consumption of inlet oxygen (i.e., the principle of oxygen calorimetry), the Kawagoe’s Law 

can further predict the maximum fire heat release rate (𝐻𝑅𝑅) or fire power inside compartment as [8,9] 

�̇�𝑖𝑛
𝐾 = 1500𝐴𝐻1/2       (kW)                                                 (3) 

Kawagoe’s Law in the forms of Eqs. (1-3) not only lays a solid foundation for the modern research of 

compartment fire, spill plume, and facade fire [10] but also helps establish the structure fire resistance 

tests. Over the last few decades, Kawagoe’s Law has been verified and corrected in many fire tests and 

theoretical derivations by other researchers. The tests found the burning-rate fitting coefficient (𝐶𝐹
 ) of 

5.5 in Eq. (1) varied from 5.0 [11] to 6.0 [12–14], and the inflow fitting coefficient (𝐶𝑎
 ) of 0.5 in Eq. 

(2) varied from 0.40 to 0.61 [15], all of which are within the uncertainty of Kawagoe’s fire tests. 

For the original Kawagoe’s Law, it is assumed that the mass inflow rate is equal to the mass outflow 

rate in the compartment fire and the mass produced inside the compartment is ignored. When the 

generation of fuel gas inside the compartment is considered, more theoretical derivation gives the 

correction of Eq. (2), such as [1,16], 
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�̇�𝑎
 =

2.1𝐴𝐻1/2

(1.6(1 + �̇�𝐹
 /�̇�𝑎

 )2/3 + 1)3/2
    (kg/s)                                     (4) 

�̇�𝑎
 = 0.5𝐴𝐻1/2 − 0.53�̇�𝐹

                       (kg/s)                                    (5) 

According to Eqs. (1-5), the validity of using the ventilation factor has been confirmed theoretically. 

Thus, the concepts of ventilation factor and ventilation-controlled fire have been adopted globally in 

both the fire safety design and firefighting [17].  

Because it is difficult to measure the exact inlet airflow profiles in compartment fire tests, the 

airflow rate in most studies could only be estimated from the fuel mass loss rate [18]. Other researchers 

[15,19,20] used the temperature profile to assess the inlet air flow rate, which showed reasonable 

consistency with Eq. (2). In terms of the maximum HRR inside the compartment, Lee et al. (2007) 

manually controlled the mass flow rate of the fuel to an enclosure of 0.125 m3 and found that the HRR, 

measured by oxygen calorimetry, agreed well with Eq. (3).  

Driven by the rapid development of computational fluid dynamics (CFD), the CFD-based 

numerical simulations have been applied in compartment fire modeling [21]. For simulating over-

ventilated (or pre-flashover) compartment fires, Chow et al. (2005; 2012) found that the inlet airflow 

was also proportional to the ventilation factor (𝐴𝐻1/2), agreeing with the theoretical analysis [1,5]. For 

simulating under-ventilated (or fully-developed) compartment fires in a 0.5 m × 0.5 m ×0.5 m chamber, 

Zhao et al. (2016) showed that both the inflow rate (0.41𝐴𝐻1/2 kg/s) and the HRR (1131𝐴𝐻1/2 kW) 

inside the compartment were 20% lower than Kawagoe’s Law in Eq. (3). Afflard et al. (2019) simulated 

the HRR (925𝐴𝐻1/2 kW) inside a 1/4 scale ISO9705 enclosure (0.6 m × 0.9 m ×0.6 m), which was 

beyond the uncertainty limit of Kawagoe’s Law. To the best of the authors’ knowledge, there is no 

numerical simulation of real-scale compartments that systematically verifies the Kawagoe’s Law and 

identify its limiting conditions. Without these basic validations, it is challenging to further simulate 

more complex compartment fires, spilled flame, and facade fires. 

To fulfil this knowledge gap, this work performs a numerical study of a full-scale compartment 

fire (ISO 9705: 3.6 m × 2.4 m × 2.4 m) to use numerical fire simulation to validate Kawagoe’s Law. 

Then, the special opening conditions (i.e., the opening with large aspect ratios and small gaps) are 

modeled to explore the limiting conditions of applying Kawagoe’s Law.  

2. Numerical modeling 

2.1 Compartment model 

In this study, a full-scale ISO 9705 compartment (Fig. 2) was built in FDS 6.7.5 [26]. The 

dimension of the compartment is 3.6 m (length) × 2.4 m (width) × 2.4 m (height). In connection with 

the compartment, an external open space with dimensions of 2.4 m (length) × 2.4 m (width) × 4.8 m 

(height) is also modeled. All walls are set as the external boundary of the computation domain allows 

the heat transfer from the compartment to the ambient. The front wall has a thickness of several 

https://doi.org/10.1007/s10694-022-01218-1
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computational cells to provide the required space for the airflow through the opening [27]. All walls, 

including the facade wall consist of one ceramic fiber layer with the thickness of 2.5 cm and one gypsum 

layer with the thickness of 1.2 cm. The detailed description of the experimental setup and thermal 

properties of walls and the floor are recommended by NIST [28,29]. The detailed validation of multiple 

compartment fire experiments [29] shows that FDS can well simulate the full-scale compartment fires. 

 

Fig. 2. Illustration of the numerical model for compartment fire, (a) 3-D model, and (b) side view or the 

simplified 2-D model. 

One window opening was modeled as a rectangular hole in the center of the front wall with an 

adjustable size. Parameters to be measured in the model mainly include (1) the opening flow 

characteristics using 2-D planar devices (normal to the opening), (2) the HRR inside the compartment 

using the volumetric device, and (3) slices of temperatures, flow velocity, oxygen concentration, and 

heat release rate per unit volume (HRRPUV) at the central plane (see the front view in Fig. 2b). Besides, 

temperature sensors, located 10 cm below the ceiling of the compartment (TC1 and TC2) and vertically 

distributed at the centerline of the opening are used to determine the development of the fire. The 

simulation time was set as 1,200 s for each compartment fire scenario, which is sufficient for these 

parameters to reach the steady state. 

2.2 Simulation setup 

For the original 3-D compartment model (Fig. 2a), both the height and the width of the opening 

are varied. In total, four different opening sizes are considered in the model, 0.4 m × 0.6 m, 0.6 m × 0.8 

m, 0.8 m × 0.8 m, and 0.8 m × 1.0 m, and their ventilation factor ranges from 0.19 to 0.8 m5/2, as 

summarized in Table 1. The default Large Eddy Simulation (LES) turbulence model was employed, and 

a single-step and mixing-controlled combustion model was adopted. To simulate the flame extinction 

inside the compartment, an extinction model based on critical flame temperature is adopted to determine 

whether combustion can continue. If the oxygen and fuel are not sufficient to raise the grid temperature 

to the critical flame temperature, the combustion is regarded as not viable. In this model, a critical flame 

temperature of 1507°C is used with a methane burner to model the suppression of the compartment fire. 
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A methane burner with the SOOT_YIELD of 0.001 is placed in the center of the compartment as 

the fire source, where the heat of combustion for methane (CH4) is 52.4 MJ/kg. Giving the 

stoichiometric methane/air ratio of 0.058 kg/kg, Kawagoe’s Law predicts that the required burning rate 

of methane (�̇�𝐹
𝐾) for the fully-developed compartment fire is controlled by the incoming airflow (or 

ventilation controlled) as 

�̇�𝐹
𝐾(CH4) = 0.058�̇�𝑎

𝐾 = 0.058 × 0.5𝐴𝐻1/2 = 0.029𝐴𝐻1/2 (kg/s)         (6)    

which will be used as a reference value throughout the following validation. Note that the burning rate 

coefficients (𝐶𝐹
 = 0.029) is for methane, which is different from Kawagoe’s original expression (𝐶𝐹

 =

0.09 in Eq. 1) for burning wood cribs. A predefined constant fuel burning rate (�̇�𝐹) is varied from 

0.4�̇�𝐹
𝐾 to 3.5�̇�𝐹

𝐾 for simulating different fire scenarios. All simulation cases are listed in Table 1. 

In addition, for the compartment with a wide opening, i.e., a large aspect ratio (W/H), or a gap 

below eaves, the 3-D model may be simplified into a 2-D model (Fig. 2b), which can significantly save 

the computational time. Nevertheless, the accuracy of such a simplified 2-D compartment fire has not 

been fully explored, so it is unclear whether it can also validate Kawagoe’s Law, so that 2-D simulations 

are also performed to see the impact of model simplification. In the 2-D compartment model, the width 

of the opening is set the same as 2.4 m, and the opening height changes from 0.06 m to 0.5 m to vary 

the ventilation factor. The smaller gap heights from 0.06 m to 0.1m are adopted to explore common 

compartment fires with a limited oxygen supply, where the air only flows through the gaps of the door 

and eaves. Thus, the aspect ratio (W/H) modeled in this work varies in a wide range from 0.67 to 40 

(small gap), as summarized in Table 1. 

Table 1. Simulation conditions of compartment fires, where the ventilation factor 𝐴𝐻1/2 = 𝑊𝐻3/2. 

Opening Opening with a small aspect ratio (3D)  Opening with a large aspect ratio (2D) 

W (m) 0.4 0.6 0.8 0.8 2.4 

H (m) 0.6 0.8 0.8 1.0 0.06 0.08 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 

W/H 0.67 0.75 1 0.80 40 30 24 12 8 6 4.8 

𝐴𝐻1/2 (m2.5) 0.19 0.43 0.57 0.80 0.04 0.05 0.08 0.21 0.39 0.61 0.85 

�̇�𝑎
𝐾(kg/s) 0.093 0.215 0.286 0.400 0.018 0.027 0.038 0.107 0.197 0.304 0.424 

�̇�𝐹
𝐾  (kg/s) 0.0054 0.0125 0.0167 0.0233 0.0010 0.0016 0.0022 0.0063 0.0115 0.0177 0.0247 

�̇�𝑖𝑛
𝐾  (𝑘𝑊) 279 644 859 1,200 53 81 114 322 592 911 1,273 

�̇�𝐹/�̇�𝐹
𝐾 0.4, 0.6, 0.8, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, 3.0, 3.5 

2.3 Grid sensitivity study 

For a field fire model, the grid size is one of the important parameters that affect the accuracy of 

the simulation results [30,31]. Thus, three criteria were adopted to choose the cost-effective grid size, 

including the fire diameter, opening, and minimum grid number. For a buoyancy-controlled fire, a non-

dimensional value 𝐷∗/δ𝑥 was employed to judge the fitness of the grid size. The characteristic diameter 

https://doi.org/10.1007/s10694-022-01218-1
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𝐷∗ is given as 

𝐷∗ = (
�̇�

ρ∞𝑐𝑝𝑇∞√𝑔
)

2/5

                                                       (7) 

where 𝛿𝑥 is the nominal grid size. The value of 𝐷∗/δ𝑥 can be regarded as the number of computational 

cells, where the characteristic diameter of fire is divided. In general, the more cells the characteristic 

diameter of the fire is divided into, the higher is the accuracy of the model computation. According to 

McGrattan’s suggestion [32], 𝐷∗/δx should be larger than 10 to achieve accurate simulation results. 

Besides, since the near-filed reacting (combustion) region, e.g., the opening region is a region of interest, 

a stricter fire diameter criterion of  𝐷∗/δx≥20 is adopted for the meshes in the vicinity of the opening 

to ensure accurate simulations.  

For the opening, two length scale ratios, (𝐴√𝐻)
2/5

/𝛿𝑥 and 2𝑊𝐻/(𝑊 + 𝐻)/𝛿𝑥, were proposed 

by Zhao et al. [24] to meet the demand for solving the vent flow sufficiently well, which should be 

greater than 10 to achieve an accurate prediction of air flows. Based on these criteria, the maximum 

grid size for each case under the minimum predefined fuel burning rate (0.4�̇�𝐹
𝐾) is summarized in Table 

2, and the combined grid settings that satisfy the above criteria are adopted for the compartment fire 

modeling. In each combination grid, the finer grid was placed at the level of the opening and extended 

0.4 m into the compartment and out of the opening, respectively. The larger grid was used in the rest of 

the computation domain to save computational cost.  

Table 2. Maximum grid sizes for small fire HRRs, where finer cells are used at the level of opening. 

W 

(m) 

H 

(m) 

�̇�𝐹
  

(kg/s) 

�̇�𝐹
  

(kW) 
𝐷∗ (𝐴√𝐻)

2/5
 

2𝑊𝐻

(𝑊 + 𝐻)
 

Cell size 

combination 

0.4 0.6 0.0022 113 0.40 0.51 0.48  0.04 m + 0.02 m 

0.6 0.8 0.0050 262 0.56 0.71 0.69  0.05 m + 0.025 m 

0.8 0.8 0.0067 349 0.63 0.80  0.80  0.05 m + 0.025 m 

0.8 1.0 0.0093 488 0.72 0.91 0.89  0.05 m + 0.025 m 

2.4 0.06 0.00040 21 0.21 0.26 0.12 0.02m + 0.01m 

2.4 0.08 0.00060 33 0.25 0.31 0.15 0.02m + 0.01m 

2.4 0.1 0.00090 46 0.28 0.35 0.19  0.02 m + 0.01 m 

2.4 0.2 0.0025 131 0.43 0.54 0.37  0.02 m + 0.01 m 

2.4 0.3 0.0046 241 0.54 0.69  0.53  0.05 m + 0.025 m 

2.4 0.4 0.0071 371 0.64 0.82  0.69  0.05 m + 0.025 m 

2.4 0.5 0.0099 518 0.74 0.94 0.83 0.05 m + 0.025 m 

 

A grid sensitivity study was conducted by simulating the compartment fire with an opening of 2.4 

m × 0.5 m (𝐴√𝐻 = 0.85) under the burning rate of 0.4�̇�𝐹
𝐾 (i.e., an over-ventilated fire HRR of 500 kW) 

using different grid resolutions. Four different grid resolutions were considered: (1) 0.1 m and 0.05 m, 
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(2) 0.1 m and 0.025 m, (3) 0.05 m and 0.025 m, and (4) 0.04 m and 0.02 m. For theses grid size 

combination, the finer grid is used near the openings and the coarser grid is adopted used in the rest of 

the computation domain.  

 

Fig. 3. Grid resolution effect on the distribution of (a) temperature and (b) horizontal velocity at the middle 

of the opening (2.4 m × 0.5 m and 𝐴√𝐻 = 0.85), where the HRR of the over-ventilated fire is 500 kW. 

The average temperature and horizontal velocity from 600 s to 1,200 s at the middle of the opening 

plane are shown in Fig. 3. Based on the grid sensitivity analysis, the temperature and horizontal velocity 

distribution at the middle of the opening plane when using the combination grid of 0.05 m and 0.025 m 

(near the opening) are close to the modeling results with a finer grid. Similar results are found in other 

cases. Thus, the combined grid is sufficient to guarantee the grid independence of computational results. 

3. Numerical results and discussion 

3.1 Validation of Kawagoe’s Law for ordinary openings 

By setting different fuel mass flow rates, both over-ventilated and under-ventilated compartment 

fires can be observed under different ventilation conditions. The compartment with a 0.6 m (W) × 0.8 

m (H) opening (𝐴√𝐻 = 0.43 ) is taken as an example to show the simulation results. The detailed 

evolution of the HRRPUV that represents the presence of the flame is also compared in Video S1. In 

general, all compartment fires reach a semi-steady state in a few minutes (see Fig. A2), so the averaged 

parameters including temperature, mass flow rate and HRR between 600 s and 1,200 s are shown. Fig. 

4 compares the time-averaged temperature distribution of the compartment fire under predefined fuel 

generation rates of 0.0075 kg/s (0.6�̇�𝐹
𝐾 and 393 kW for an over-ventilated fire), 0.0125 kg/s (�̇�𝐹

𝐾 and 

655 kW for the flashover limit), and 0.0188 kg/s (1.5�̇�𝐹
𝐾 and 985 kW) and 0.0375 kg/s (3�̇�𝐹

𝐾 and 1.97 

MW) for a under-ventilated fire.  

https://doi.org/10.1007/s10694-022-01218-1
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Fig. 4. Time-averaged temperature distribution of the compartment fire with a 0.6 m (W) × 0.8 m (H) 

opening (𝐴√𝐻 = 0.43), under fuel generation rates of (a) 0.0075 kg/s (0.6�̇�𝐹
𝐾 and 393 kW for an over 

ventilated fire), (b) 0.0125 kg/s (�̇�𝐹
𝐾 and 655 kW for the flashover limit), (c) 0.0188 kg/s (1.5�̇�𝐹

𝐾 and 985 

kW), and (d) 0.0375 kg/s (3�̇�𝐹
𝐾 and 1.97 MW) for a under-ventilated fire. 

In the case with the fuel generation rate of 0.6�̇�𝐹
𝐾 ,  The high-temperature area is mainly 

concentrated near the source of the fire, and there are two zones, a hotter upper zone, and a cooler lower 

zone, as seen in Fig. 4a. Also, all fuel gases are burned out in the compartment, and flames only exist 

inside the compartment (i.e., no spilled flame, also see Video S1). For the compartment fire with a fuel 

generation rate of 0.0125 kg/s (�̇�𝐹
𝐾, the same as Kawagoe’s prediction and near the flashover limit) in 

Fig. 4b, in addition to the combustion inside the compartment, a small flame is spilled out from the 

opening to seek more oxygen, indicating that the fire just becomes fully developed or under-ventilated. 

At this point, the compartment is filled with hot gases that has a uniform temperature of almost 800 °C.  

With greater fuel generation rates of 0.0188 kg/s (1.5�̇�𝐹
𝐾) and 0.0375 kg/s (3�̇�𝐹

𝐾) in Fig. 4c-d, a 

larger spilled flame is observed outside the opening, so that more fuels are consumed by oxygen outside 

the compartment rather than inside. Therefore, the indoor HRR is determined by the ventilation 

condition instead of the fuel supply. Moreover, the overall temperature inside the compartment actually 

decreases, and the high-temperature area in the compartment moves from the fire source to the opening. 

This phenomenon agrees with recent experimental measurements for a reduced-scale (0.4 m cubic) 

compartment fire [33]. Nevertheless, the high-temperature region still exceeds 600 °C, so that it is still 

reasonable to use a smoke layer temperature of above 600 °C to judge the occurrence of flashover.  

https://doi.org/10.1007/s10694-022-01218-1
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Fig. 5 shows the rate of incoming airflow and the indoor HRR under different ventilation factors 

vs. the normalized fuel generation rate (�̇�𝐹
 /�̇�𝐹

𝐾). Simulation results confirm that the mass flow rates 

of inflow (�̇�𝑎
 ) are basically the same under the same ventilation factor in both over-ventilated and 

under-ventilated scenarios, with a slight decrease as the fuel supply rate increase. This means that even 

in over-ventilated scenarios, although the HRR of compartment fires is controlled or limited by the fuel, 

the mass inflow rate is still determined by the ventilation factor.  

 

Fig. 5. (a) Rate of incoming airflow, and (b) the indoor HRR under different ventilation factors vs. the 

normalized fuel generation rate (�̇�𝐹
 /�̇�𝐹

𝐾), where the dashed line indicated the flashover limit predicted by 

the Kawagoe’s law. 

Fig. 5a also compares the numerical data and the prediction of the inflow rate using the updated 

Kawagoe’s Law in Eq. (5), which corrected the influence of fuel. In general, a good agreement between 

numerical and theoretical values in the over-ventilated stage. However, for the under-ventilated or fully 

developed stage, the numerical inflow rate is 5% to 25% less than the theoretical value from Eq. (5), 

and the deviation increases as the fuel supply increases. This is because the spilled flame heats the air 

outside the compartment, which makes the density of preheated incoming air lower. Thus, the actual 

inflow rate is lower than the theoretical values from Eqs. (2) and (5), and the indoor HRR is reduced. 

The detailed process of air inflow reduction caused by the spilled flame is shown in Fig. A3. 

For the indoor HRR (Fig. 5b), it increases with the increasing fuel supply in the over-ventilated 

compartment fire or pre-flashover condition (�̇�𝐹
 /�̇�𝐹

𝐾 ≤ 1), that is, the fire is fuel controlled. Once the 

fuel supply exceeds the Kawagoe limit (�̇�𝐹
 /�̇�𝐹

𝐾 ≥ 1), the indoor HRR continuously decreases, rather 

than keeping the theoretical value from Eq. (3). There are two reasons, (1) the preheating of inflow 

reduce the air density and mass flow rate, and (2) the increasing indoor fuel supply with limited oxygen 

supply cause incomplete combustion [24]. It is expected that as the indoor fuel supply further increases, 

the inflow rate (�̇�𝑎
  ) and indoor HRR will continue to decrease, and eventually the compartment 

becomes a gas burner without inflow air and indoor HRR (discussed more in Section 3.2). 
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To further verify Kawagoe’s Law, linear regression is applied to correlate the inflow rate (�̇�𝑎
 ) and 

indoor HRR with the ventilation factor. The overall correlation as well as the correlation for different 

fuel supply rates (�̇�𝐹
 /�̇�𝐹

𝐾)  is shown in Fig. 6. For the inflow air rate, the numerical result (�̇�𝑎
 =

0.44𝐴𝐻1/2) is quite close to Kawagoe’s Law, and it is also within the range of 0.4-0.61 given by Rockett 

(1976). The inflow coefficient (𝐶𝑎
 ) decreases from 0.49 to 0.38, when the fuel supply rates (�̇�𝐹

 /�̇�𝐹
𝐾) 

increases from 0.4 (over-ventilated) to 3.5 (under-ventilated).  

 

Fig. 6. (a) Mass flow rate of inflow (�̇�𝑎
 ), and (b) indoor HRR under different fuel supply rates (�̇�𝐹

 ) and 

ventilation factors (𝐴𝐻1/2) in the 3D model. 

The relationship between indoor HRRs and ventilation factors is only considered in the under-

ventilated stage and post-flashover scenarios. The maximum indoor fire HRR (�̇�𝑖𝑛
𝑚𝑎𝑥 = 1290𝐴𝐻1/2) 

occurs under the fuel supply of �̇�𝐹
𝐾, while it drops to �̇�𝑖𝑛

 = 1040𝐴𝐻1/2, when the fuel supply rate is 

3.5�̇�𝐹
𝐾. The average indoor HRR follows �̇�𝑖𝑛

 = 1160𝐴𝐻1/2, which is 23% lower than theoretical value 

of 1500𝐴𝐻1/2 in Eq. (3) but still within the uncertainty of Kawagoe’s experiments (see Appendix).  

These numerical results show that the mass flow rate of inflow and the indoor HRR increases 

linearly with the ventilation factor (𝐴𝐻1/2) in accordance with the principle of Kawagoe's Law. The 

numerical simulations also demonstrate that Kawagoe's Law gives the theoretical maximums of the 

inflow rate and the indoor HRR, and the values in actual fire scenarios (both over-ventilated and under-

ventilated fires) are lower than these theoretical values. To be noted, even for an over-ventilated pre-

flashover compartment fire, the linear correlation with ventilation factor can also be used to estimate 

the inflow mass flow rate, which follows Bernoulli's principle. However, the HRR of over-ventilated 

fire increases with the fuel supply rate, because the fire is fuel controlled rather than ventilation 

controlled. Therefore, Kawagoe’s Law is an essential correlation in compartment fire research, and the 

CFD-based numerical results in this work provide a good validation of Kawagoe’s Law. 
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3.2 Compartment fires with an opening of large aspect ratio 

For the compartment opening with a large aspect ratio, the 2-D model could be a cost-effective 

simplification to simulate the compartment fire, because the influence of the width of the opening 

becomes small in these fire scenarios. The simulation results of the 2-D model were demonstrated under 

different fuel supply rates in Fig. 7 by using a wide compartment opening (2.4 m wide and 0.3 m high) 

as an example. The fire behaviors of each compartment fire were also displayed in Videos S2. With a 

ventilation factor and fuel supply similar to the compartment with a 0.6 m by 0.8 m opening, the time-

averaged temperature distribution of the compartment fire is similar to 3D modeling results in Fig. 4, 

and the spilled hot smoke and flame for a boundary layer near the wall due to the large aspect ratio and 

small critical fire HRR to generate spilled flame [34]. 

However, a special phenomenon occurs when the fuel supply rate reaches 3�̇�𝐹
𝐾 = 0.0345 kg/s, as 

shown in Fig. 7d. Because the opening is quite small, the compartment is quickly filled with methane 

that injects out from the opening, just like the jet flame from a gas burner. At the same time, the air is 

unable to flow into the compartment to generate any HRR inside the compartment, so the temperature 

in the compartment is even lower than the over-ventilated pre-flashover fire in Fig. 7a. The spilled jet 

flames only present near the opening and are attached to the wall, as they are pushed by the upward 

buoyancy force, which was also observed in early experiments by Thomas and Heselden [35]. 

 

 

Fig. 7. Time-averaged temperature distribution of the compartment fire with a 2.4 m by 0.3 m opening. 

(𝐴√𝐻 = 0.39), under fuel generation rates of (a) 0.0069 kg/s (0.6�̇�𝐹
𝐾 and 362 kW for an over-ventilated 

pre-flashover fire), (b) 0.0115 kg/s (�̇�𝐹
𝐾 and 603 kW at the flashover limit), (c) 0.0172 kg/s (1.5�̇�𝐹

𝐾 and 

904 kW for an under-ventilated post-flashover fire), and (d) 0.0345 kg/s (3�̇�𝐹
𝐾 and 1.81 MW) jet flame. 
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Fig. 8 further summarizes the evolution of (a) the inflow rate (�̇�𝑎
 ) and (b) indoor HRR with an 

opening of a large aspect ratio (W/H). With the increasing fuel supply, the compartment fire behaviors 

with a short and wide opening show three stages, (1) the internal flame in the over-ventilated pre-

flashover stage, (2) both internal and spilled flames in the under-ventilated post-flashover stage, and (3) 

a pure jet flame in the jet-flame stage, as shown in Fig. 8b. For compartments with relatively a small 

ventilation factor (e.g., 𝐴√𝐻 = 0.21 in Fig. 8a), the compartment fire can even develop from the over-

ventilated stage to the jet-flame stage directly. Similar fire behaviors had been observed in reduced-

scale compartment fire experiments [33]. As the ventilation factor decreases, it becomes easier to form 

a jet flame under a lower fuel supply rate (�̇�𝑗𝑒𝑡
 ). When the jet flame is formed, the combustion in the 

compartment only exists near the opening, both the inflow rate (�̇�𝑎
 ) and indoor HRR are drastically 

reduced. Especially, in fire scenarios with small ventilation factors, their HRR values are close to zero, 

so that Kawagoe’s Law is no longer applicable. 

 

Fig. 8. Air inflow rate (�̇�𝑎
 ) and indoor HRR vs. fuel supply rates (�̇�𝐹

 ) with ventilation factors (𝐴𝐻1/2) of 

(a) 0.21, (b) 0.39, (c) 0.61, and (d) 0.85. 

Fig. 9 shows the air inflow rates (�̇�𝑎
 ) and indoor HRR for the compartment fires in relation to the 

ventilation factors using the simplified 2-D model. Except for the jet flame stage, the average inflow 

rate (�̇�𝑎
 = 0.52𝐴𝐻1/2) and indoor HRR (�̇�𝑖𝑛

 = 1220𝐴𝐻1/2) still follow the principle of Kawagoe’s 
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Law. Table 3 further summarizes the inflow coefficient (𝐶𝑎 for all fire stages) and HRR coefficient 

(𝐶𝐻𝑅𝑅 for the under-ventilated post-flashover stage) and compares the literature data and 2D and 3D 

simulations in this study. Essentially, both the 2D and 3D numerical simulations can validate Kawagoe’s 

Law, and the uncertain of the numerical simulations is within that of Kawagoe’s original experiments 

and other fire tests in the literature. When the compartment open has a large aspect ratio, a special jet 

flame phenomenon can occur under a large fuel supply rate, i.e., beyond the limit of Kawagoe’s Law.  

 

Fig. 9. (a) Mass flow rate of inflow, and (b) indoor heat release rate under different fuel supply rates vs. 

ventilation factors in the 2-D model. 

Table 3. Comparison of inflow coefficient (𝐶𝑎) in the form of �̇�𝑎
 = 𝐶𝑎 𝐴𝐻1/2 (kg/s) and indoor HRR 

coefficient (𝐶𝐻𝑅𝑅) in the form of �̇�𝑖𝑛
 = 𝐶𝐻𝑅𝑅𝐴𝐻1/2 (kW), where all stages include both over-ventilated 

pre-flashover and under-ventilated post-flashover conditions.    

Source Method Scale Fire stage 𝐶𝑎  𝐶𝐻𝑅𝑅 

Kawagoe (1958) [5] Experiment Multi scales All stages 0.50 - 

Rockett (1976) [15] Experiment Full scale All stages 0.40-0.61 - 

Karlsson & Quintiere (1999) [1] Theoretical Multi scales Under-ventilated 0.50 1518 

Chow et al. (2005, 2012) [22,23] 3-D simulation Full scale Over-ventilated 0.47/0.44 - 

Lee et al. (2007) [8] Experiment Small scale Under-ventilated - 1500 

Zhao et al. (2016) [24] 3-D simulation Small scale Under-ventilated 0.41 1131 

Asimakopoulou et al. [25] 3-D simulation Small scale Under-ventilated - 925 

This work (Section 3.1) 3-D simulation Full scale All stages 0.44 1158 

This work (Section 3.2) 2-D simulation Full scale All stages 0.52 1220 

3.3 Compartment fires with a small gap 

The small gap, such as door gap or gap below eaves, is another special opening for a compartment, 

and many compartment fires are initiated in a largely confined room only with small gaps. For a leaky 
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compartment with a small gap, the opening is too small to provide sufficient oxygen to sustain a big 

fire. Therefore, the smoke filling can be a significant process in the leaky compartment fire [36]. It is 

costly and challenging to study this dynamic filling process via large-scale fire experiments. For 

modeling the leaky compartment fire with CFD-based numerical simulation, it consumes a lot of 

computer resources, because the fire has a low indoor HRR, and the cell size should be even smaller 

than the small opening, and it is extremely time-consuming for a 3D model. To fully satisfy the three 

criteria mentioned in Section 2.3, a very fine mesh (~ 20 mm) is required to achieve an accurate 

prediction of the filling process. Therefore, the 2-D fire model with a very fine grid is applied, so that 

the total number of cells is still within acceptable limits, allowing fast and cost-effective modeling for 

leaky compartment fires. 

Fig. 10 shows a typical leaky compartment fire with a gap of 2.4 m by 0.1 m and a fuel supply rate 

of �̇�𝐹
𝐾  = 0.029𝐴𝐻1/2  = 0.0022 kg/s (see more details in Video S3). In the early stages of fire 

development (e.g., with a smoldering fire or small flame), there is still much air in the compartment, 

which can maintain the initial fire growth. As the compartment temperature rises, the pressure in the 

compartment is higher than the ambient pressure, and the gases in the compartment begin to escape 

through the gaps to the outside, which prevents the inflow air (see 197 s in Fig. 10b). Similar phenomena 

have also been recently observed in the air-tight compartment with mechanical ventilation [37,38].  

 

Fig. 10. Numerical modeling of (a) the temperature distribution, and (b) the oxygen concentration vs. time 

for the leaky compartment fire (see more details in Video S3). 

After the oxygen in the compartment is consumed, the combustion in the compartment is 

suppressed, and the cooling process will make the pressure in the compartment lower than the external 

ambient pressure. Thus, driven by the pressure difference, the fresh air can flow into the compartment 

through the small gap opening, which revitalizes the fire (see 204 s in Fig. 10). The fire then increases 

the temperature and pressure inside the compartment and pushes hot gases out until the cooling process 
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occurs again (i.e., repeating the process in Fig. 10). This cycle with a period of about 7 s (or a frequency 

of 0.15 Hz) can be called a “deep-breathing” fire, which is different from the normal breathing observed 

in a compartment fire with large openings. In the deep-breath fire, the revitalization of fire occurs mainly 

in the vicinity of the fire source, and the continuous breathing processes are caused by the suppression 

of combustion due to insufficient oxygen (i.e., smothering). After about 300 s, with the continuous 

filling of unburned fuel and combustion products, eventually, the indoor fire and breathing process 

becomes interrupted and inhibited.  

When the periodic deep-breath process occurs in the leaky compartment, the actual air inflow rate 

and indoor HRR change in a large range periodically, rather than reaching a steady value. Thus, 

Kawagoe’s Law can no longer predict the inflow rate and indoor fire HRR. As shown in Fig. 11, the 

frequency of the deep-breath process remained nearly constant under different fuel supply rates and 

opening size from 𝐴𝐻1/2 = 0.04 to 0.08. Moreover, the frequency of a deep breath is much smaller 

than 0.33 Hz of normal breath found in the large openings (𝐴𝐻1/2 ≥ 0.19), which is also a constant. 

Note that for the real fires in the leaky compartment, the frequency could be much longer and less 

regular due to the complex flaming and smoldering process of various solid fuels, which are not 

considered in the current numerical model. It is expected that the frequency of deep-breath fire will 

change with the size of the compartment (i.e., inertia) and fuel type so that further experimental and 

numerical explorations are needed in future work. 

 

Fig. 11. Average deep-breath frequency in a leaky compartment fire with different fuel supply rates and 

ventilation factors. 

4. Conclusions 

In the work, Kawagoe’s Law is verified numerically for both over-ventilated and under-ventilated 

stages under different types of openings and predefined fuel supply rates. Both 2D and 3D numerical 

simulation results demonstrate that the Kawagoe’s Law is applicable and accurate for fully developed 
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compartment fires, with the air inflow rate ranging from 0.38𝐴𝐻1/2 to 0.56𝐴𝐻1/2 (kg/s). The indoor 

fire HRR changes from 1040𝐴𝐻1/2 to 1290𝐴𝐻1/2 (kW). Numerical results also show that both inflow 

rate and indoor HRR decrease with the increasing fuel supply rate, because of the preheating of inflow 

air and incomplete combustion under the reduced oxygen supply.  

For compartment openings with a larger aspect ratio, the jet flame occurs more easily, and the fire 

inside the compartment will be suppressed completely under a large fuel supply rate, which cannot be 

described by Kawagoe’s Law. Moreover, for leaky compartment fires with a small gap opening, due to 

the repeated revitalization and suppression of the fire, a low-frequency periodical deep-breath process 

can be observed numerically. This work numerically validates Kawagoe’s Law and explores its limiting 

conditions, thus, providing practical guidance for modeling compartment fires and paving the way for 

constructing a numerical compartment fire database. 
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Appendix  

Summary of Kawagoe's pioneering work in 1950s: Report No. 27, “Fire Behavior in Rooms” 

[5] is a summary of Kawagoe’s ten years of work from 1948 to 1958. In his report, different scales of 

compartment fire tests were conducted with compartment models and full-scale rooms, and the test list 

is summarized in Table A1.  

Table A1. Kawagoe’s compartment fire experiments in report No. 27, where fire duration is the time from 

the beginning of the room temperature rise to its maximum, and (×n) means n openings. 

Year 
Test room  

(L×W×H, m) 

Opening# 

(W×H, m) 

Aspect ratio 

W/H# 

𝐴𝐻1/2 

(m2.5) 

Fuel load 

(kg) 

Fire duration 

(min) 

�̇�𝐹 

(kg/min) 

�̇�𝐹
𝐾 

(kg/min) 

1948 0.40×0.40×0.20 0.32×0.1 3.2 0.01 0.32 6 0.053 0.055 

1949-50 3.00×3.00×2.50 0.93×1.8 0.52 2.25 400 

400 

890 

- 

23 

60-70 

- 

17.4 

13.7 

12.3 

1950 1.00×1.00×1.00 0.3×0.6 

0.3×1.0 

0.3 (×2) ×0.6  

0.39×1.0 

0.3 (×2) ×1.0  

0.5 

0.3 

1.0 

0.39 

0.6 

0.14 

0.3 

0.28 

0.39 

0.6 

20 

20 

30 

20 

30 

24 

12 

20 

10 

9 

0.83 

1.67 

1.50 

2.00 

3.33 

0.77 

1.65 

1.54 

2.15 

3.3 

1951 4.00×4.00×3.05 1.82×1.45 + 1.83×1.49 1.2 6.51 800 20 40.0 35.8 

1951 2.53×1.85×1.45, 

1.88×1.43×1.45 

0.855 (×2) ×0.75 + 

0.425×0.5 

2.28, 0.85 1.26 368 60 6.13 6.93 

1952 3.80×2.40×2.58 1.80×1.36 + 0.90×1.36 1.32, 0.66 4.28 600 25-28 22.6 23.6 

1952 4.30×3.48×2.47 1.65 (×2) ×1.46  2.26 5.82 665 20-25 29.6 32.0 

1953 4.00×3.60×2.80 2.00×1.00 + 2.00×1.16 2.00, 1.72 4.50 500 15-18 30.3 24.7 

1953 3.60×3.60×2.50 0.65(×2)×1.22+1.05(×2

)×1.22 

1.06, 1.72 4.58 350 8-11 36.8 25.2 

1955 4.20×4.20×3.87 2.8 (×2) ×2.0  2.8 15.84 800 8-11 84.2 87.1 

1956 5.20×5.20×5.30 0.98 (×4) ×1.73  2.3 8.92 1250 20-25 55.6 49.0 

1957 4.20×4.20×3.91 - -  800 - 14 - 

# The default number of opening is one. For multiple openings, the number is indicted by the bracket and “+”. The aspect ratio considers the 

total width of all openings.  

According to his experiment results, Kawagoe’s Law can be obtained using linear regression, which is 

consistent with his theoretical derivation [6]. All fuel burning rate data of Kawagoe’s pioneering 

experiment are replotted in Fig. A1 to illustrate the accuracy and uncertainty of Kawagoe’s law in the form 

of Eq. (1), �̇�𝐹
𝐾 = 5.5𝐴𝐻1/2 (kg/min). The upper and lower limits of the original test data are �̇�𝐹

 =

7.3𝐴𝐻1/2 and �̇�𝐹
 = 3.9𝐴𝐻1/2, respectively. Therefore, based on the experimental data, the uncertainty 

of applying Kawagoe’s law is about 30%. 
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Fig. A1. Comparison of fuel burning rate measured in Kawagoe’s early experiments and the uncertainty of 

the Kawagoe’s Law. 

The temporal evolutions of temperature and air inflow rate: The temporal evolutions of 

temperature and air flow rate in the compartment fire with a 2.4 m (W) × 0.5 m (H) opening (𝐴√𝐻 =

0.85 ) is taken as an example to clarify the semi-steady state from 600 s to 1,200 s. The ceiling 

temperature (TC1 and TC2) as well as the opening flow characteristics during the compartment fire can 

be seen in Fig.A2, which shows that fire has reached a semi-steady state between 600 s and 1,200 s. 

 

Fig. A2. Temporal evolution of (a) temperatures at 0.1 m under the ceiling, (b) mass flow rate through the 

opening (2.4 m × 0.5 m and 𝐴√𝐻 = 0.85), where the HRR of the over-ventilated fire is 500 kW. 
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Impact of spilled flame on air inflow rate: The compartment with a 0.6 m (W) × 0.8 m (H) 

opening (𝐴√𝐻 = 0.43) is taken as an example to show the impact of spilled flame on the air inflow 

rate. Compared with the over-ventilated fire scenario (�̇�𝐹/�̇�𝐹
𝐾 =0.8), the air inflow rate under the under-

ventilated fire scenario at the initial stage of the fire conforms to the description of Kawagoe’s Law. 

However, as the spilled flame heats the air outside the compartment, the air inflow rate begins to 

decrease and then reaches a semi-steady state. 

 

Fig. A3. The temporal evolutions of air inflow rate with and without spilled flame under the compartment 

fire scenario with a 0.6 m (W) × 0.8 m (H) opening (𝐴√𝐻 = 0.43). 
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